BORDER CONTROL
ThirdEye Systems
making systems smarter
Many countries struggle today to protect their sovereignty on their borders, which usually and commonly have a high rate of illegal activities such as smuggling, trafficking, illegal immigration and main routes for terror activity. All of this happens due to main unchangeable facts such as vast area with different terrains to cover, physical barriers cannot serve as a lone solution due to wear and tear, non-alerting, high maintenance and more.

ThirdEye Systems will protect your border as a virtual wall with our autonomous detection system CHIMERA mounted on various UAV’s operated by our powerful algorithm. Our aEYE command and control will be custom made to the needs, abnormalities defined activity and synchronized with other measurements and systems, all to create a holistic turnkey solution to protect your border.

**SYSTEM ADVANTAGES:**

- Cost effective and easy to maintain
- No man in the loop
- Can be mounted on existing tools
- Can be integrated with existing systems
- Can be calibrated by the organization needs and limitations
- Area dominance
- Field proven and operative in remote and difficult terrains
- Fully automated based on user designated parameters
- Can cover 1,000,000 m² in 2 hours flight
- Abnormally behavior analytics
- Transmission for multiple users